
Payout by Rank Automated Report 

 

Executive Summary 

I work for a business intelligence company. They work with network marketing companies such 

as Doterra, BlendTech, and LifeVantage.  When these companies are having problems with their 

compensation plans, they come to us and we do extensive analysis on their current plan, make 

suggestions on how to improve their plan and then we do modeling on any changes they are considering 

making.  The largest part of my job is taking the clients’ data such as sales or enrollment and provide 

reports that sift out the story of what is going wrong as well as what is going right. My boss says we look 

for the blood spatters through a set of basic reports. After we find “the blood spatter” we know what 

suggestions to make to the clients.  

One of these common reports (that is also the most time consuming to do by hand) is the 

Payout by Rank Report.  Each company has distributors that try to build and grow their “own company” 

underneath them. As they are successful and recruit new people and make more sales they move up in 

rank. Each rank has added features where the distributor has the opportunity to make more money. 

There are several different commission types and we want to know how each of the ranks are making 

their money.  This information allows us to know how each commission type is effecting the distributors 

and how we can build or reduce the compensation plan. On top of knowing how each rank does, we 

want to know how those who personally earned at least 10% of their organizational volume (or the 

volume of the organization they built under them). We use this 10% marker as a way of knowing what 

people are utilizing the compensation plan to its full potential and we then explore and compare how 

they are doing it to those who are earning less than 10%.  To break this out we make summary tables of 

the earnings of each of the ranks and bar charts to illustrate what is going on. This satisfies both the 

number crunchers and those who like visuals.  

 

Implementation Summary 

To start off, data is pulled from our data base and put into excel. I didn’t program this part because 

depending on the company and what other analysis we would like to perform, we would pull different 

values. Even though the order of columns could be different from the following this is a very normal 

example of what the data would look like. 

 

 

 



Column A: Distributor ID, this is a sales person’s ID # 

Column C: Paid Rank, in a network marketing company, as a Distributor enrolls more people and has 

more sales, he meets qualifications that can bump them up in Ranks. As they go up in Rank they receive 

different compensations. Determining the difference in earnings between ranks is essential and that is 

what this report accomplishes.  

Column E: Volume 3 or Organizational Volume, the sales volume a distributor has under them. So this is 

their own volume with the addition of the volume of those they enrolled.  

Columns F – K: Different Commission Types, each of these columns keeps track of a distributors earnings 

from each of the different commission types that company has set up.  

 

To make the program easy for users I inserted a Button onto the ribbon, in the future as I automate 

more of the reports I can add buttons which will create a whole dashboard of analysis options.  

 

 

When the user clicks on the button, a 

message box appears 

 

I thought it would be important to stop 

the user and draw their attention to what 

the following user form is wanting. After 

they exit out or hit OK then a user form 

appears.  

  

All three items are drop down boxes with the capital letters A 

through K, if it so happens a user needs a letter after K, it will 

still work when typed in.  

The first drop down box asks for the column of where the 

paid ranks are located, the second asked for where vol3 is 

and the third asks for the first column containing commission 

earnings. The first column containing earnings through to the 

last column will only contain earnings.   



I did this so I know for certain that I am working with the right data for the rest of my analysis.  

 

If the user hits OK then it will save each of the three items to variables converting the letters to the 

proper column number and hide the user form and if the user hits cancel then it will stop the analysis.  

 

Let’s assume in this instance the user enters the column letters 

and hits OK. Then on that sheet the first blank column will be a 

calculated Total Earned Column. This sums up all of the 

earnings, so we know the total amount each distributor made. 

  

 

 

After that, it will enter another calculated column 

title %EAPV. This is the marker of those who are 

using the plan to its full potential. It takes the total 

each distributor earned and then divides it by their 

organizational volume which we determined from 

the user form.  

 

 

 

 

Later on we will need the data to be sorted by EAPV. So before 

pulling out the data I sorted it so it has largest to smallest 

%EAPV  

 

 

 

After it is sorted, it goes through each row and will copy and paste each line to a new sheet that 

matches its rank number. The following shows the example of rank 8’s sheet as well as the sheets at the 

bottom.   



 

 

On each sheet, it creates a summary table with all the distributors labeled as that rank. This summary 

table counts the number of distributors in that rank N=5, it counts the number of distributors that 

received and didn’t receive each of the commission types, and then takes the mean, median, mode, 

min, max and sum of each of the commission types as well.  

 

 

 

After this chart is completed the percentage of total earnings from that 

rank is calculated for each commission type. It calculates the percentage 

and then deletes those where the percentage was 0 so the bar chart 

won’t include them. It then creates a bar chart from this as you can see 

below. It makes the title using the sheet name.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next it creates the same table as before but just for those in that rank who have a %EAPV greater than 

or equal to 10%  

 

It also plots just the commissions that had more than 0 percent. In order to do this I had to find the first 

row that had an % EAPV that was greater than or equal to 10%, I then was able to separate the data into 

two separate “tables”. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When I showed the final product to my boss he was very happy about it. The only comment he had to 

make was if we could find some kind of way to see that the program is progressing. I then was able to 

add a progress bar in the lower corner so for every page it completes it shows how many it has done, 

how many there are total, and what percentage is complete.  

 

 

 

 

 

Conceptual Difficulties 

At the beginning of this project I was overwhelmed by how many unknowns I had to account for. For any 

given company I don’t know how many ranks they will have, how many different commission types they 

will have, and the position of the columns that I want to use. Writing the formulas to account for so 

many unknowns was difficult for me. The next biggest difficulty I had was making the second bar chart. I 

didn’t know how I could map those who had greater than 10% against those who had less. After figuring 

out how to sort it, I was able to find where the separation was but it took me a few tries to figure out a 

method that would work.  

 

Assistance 

 I didn’t receive substantial assistance from anyone. The only assistance I had was 1 visit to office hours. 

 

 


